Definition According to Cambridge Dictionary
flicker
verb
1 [I] to shine with a light that is sometimes bright and sometimes weak:
I felt a cold draft and the candle started to flicker.
2 [I or T] to appear for a short time or to make a sudden movement:
A smile flickered across her face.
He'd been in a coma for weeks, when all of a sudden he flickered an eyelid.

concept
Light in motion
We interpreted flicker as light in motion, Which is basic essence of cinematic
entertainment. We have then illustrated our interpretation in various ways whilst
trying to stay close with the original intention of the previous incarnations.

idents
The basic idea is that light flickering reveals the logo in a interesting way.

In this variation we the simplest variation of the idea where the light bulb and logo flicker almost independently
of each other finally the light bulb gives in and the logo is all that remains. I’ve included the moths to add
sense of drama and atmosphere, they will be animated in a jerky stop motion fashion to further emphasise
the flickering.
This concept could be developed into further indents by changing the location and the objects interacting with
the light. The logo could even “allude” to being something it isn’t before finally being revealed.

side panels

The side panels follow through the light in motion concept, with the addition of section titles. Obviously we
would have to simplify the animation somewhat to accommodate for the flash format but the initial “moth
to the light” concept is “flashable” the text “one to watch” is written to envoke light writing using time lapse
photography and a light source such as a sparkler. Sponsor logos would also be placed here.

stationery
This play of light would be carried further to the stationery products, where the use of transparent, opaque
and reflective inks could be used
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